THANKS TO WESTERN BIRDS’ REVIEWERS AND ASSOCIATE EDITORS


I’m deeply grateful to our associate editors Kenneth P. Able, Matthew J. Baumann, Daniel S. Cooper, Douglas W. Faulkner, Kimball L. Garrett, Daniel D. Gibson, Robert E. Gill Jr., Daniel R. Ruthrauff, Christopher W. Swarth, and Ryan S. Terrill for offering their expertise, functioning as additional reviewers of the manuscripts whose reviews they coordinate, as well as frequently serving as peer reviewers of additional manuscripts. The journal could not function without them. Thank you as well to book review editor Catherine P. Waters, photo editor Peter LaTourrette, graphics manager Virginia P. Johnson, and assistant editor Daniel D. Gibson for their help with the myriad tasks necessary to sustain the quality of our journal. And special thanks to webmaster/designer/typographer Timothy W. Brittain, who this year took on extra work needed to increase Western Birds’ accessibility and visibility on the Internet. The evolution of the information age imposes ever more unfunded mandates with which WFO must keep up. So I thank the members of WFO for your continuing support as we adapt on the fly.

Philip Unitt